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a b s t r a c t 

A growing body of empirical evidence supports the notion of diverse neurobiological processes underlying 
learning-induced plasticity changes in the human brain. There are still open questions about how brain plas- 
ticity depends on cognitive task complexity, how it supports interactions between brain systems and with what 
temporal and spatial trajectory. We investigated brain and behavioural changes in sighted adults during 8-months 
training of tactile Braille reading whilst monitoring brain structure and function at 5 different time points. We 
adopted a novel multivariate approach that includes behavioural data and specific MRI protocols sensitive to 
tissue properties to assess local functional and structural and myelin changes over time. Our results show that 
while the reading network, located in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex, rapidly adapts to tactile input, sensory 
areas show changes in grey matter volume and intra-cortical myelin at different times. This approach has allowed 
us to examine and describe neuroplastic mechanisms underlying complex cognitive systems and their (sensory) 
inputs and (motor) outputs differentially, at a mesoscopic level. 
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. Introduction 

Over the last decades neuroimaging studies have shown that adult
rains are capable of functional and structural reorganization dur-
ng new skill acquisition. This phenomenon is known as experience-
ependent neuroplasticity and is widely studied in human and animal
odels. Such studies have proposed various neurobiological mecha-
isms, involving among others dendritic branching and synaptogene-
is, axon sprouting, glial changes or myelin remodelling ( Zatorre et al.,
012 ). Newly gained skills, if complex, may require novel motor, sen-
ory and higher cognitive functional configurations that might, in turn,
odulate the process of brain reorganization at a mesoscopic level.

earning that induces changes beyond the trained function, may result
n cross-modal plasticity ( Cecchetti et al., 2016 ). However, most scien-
ific evidence comes from studies of the impact on motor or sensory skill
cquisition, whilst plastic changes resulting from associated changes in
ognitive abilities remain to be investigated ( Wenger et al., 2017 ). 
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Over 15 years ago, the first longitudinal studies showed that infor-
ation derived from T1-weighted ( Draganski et al. 2004 ) and diffusion-
eighted images ( Bengtsson et al., 2005 ) can be used to trace structural
lasticity during new skill acquisition. However, relationships between
rain activity and anatomical changes are also often overlooked, notably
ecause most studies involve only 2 time points (before and after train-
ng), which provides a crude appreciation of the temporal dynamics of
egional tissue reorganization. Furthermore, non-quantitative imaging
s generally difficult to interpret because signal changes may be driven
y multiple coordinated structural changes of various tissue types (for
eview see Zatorre et al., 2012 ; Tardif et al. 2016 ; Lerch et al. 2017 ). 

Recent advances in multi-parameter MRI techniques quantifying
rain tissue properties offer a newer approach to characterisation of
he relationship between brain microstructure, function and behaviour
 Draganski et al. 2011 ; Weiskopf et al. 2015 ; Tardif et al. 2016 ). Based
n human and animal studies it has been proposed that myelin may
lay an important role in the process of neuroplasticity by fine-tuning
encki.edu.pl (A. Marchewka). 
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nformation processing ( Fields, 2015 ; Heath et al., 2017 ; Kaller et al.,
017 ; Sampaio-Baptista and Johansen-Berg, 2017 ). Myeloarchitec-
ural reorganization has been seen in white ( Hofstetter et al., 2013 ;
ampaio-Baptista et al., 2013 ; Scholz et al., 2009 ) and grey matter
 Draganski et al. 2011 ; Grydeland et al. 2013 ; Carey et al. 2018 a). Fur-
her, myelin plasticity, not synaptic pruning, is important in producing
ortical thinning of the ventral occipitotemporal cortex (vOTC) during
evelopment ( Natu et al., 2019 ). 

One technique sensitive to intracortical myelination is quantita-
ive T1 mapping, which has been shown to reflect grey matter myelo-
rchitecture ( Bock et al., 2009 ; Lutti et al., 2014 ; Sereno et al., 2013 ;
tüber et al., 2014 ). Recently, the method has been used to segregate
he written-language sensitive part of the vOTC - the visual word form
rea (VWFA; Dehaene and Cohen 2011 ; Price and Devlin 2011 ) - into
exical and perceptual components ( Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018 ). As de-
ailed relationships between brain function and structural tissue prop-
rties during complex learning are still lacking ( Lövdén et al., 2013 ;
ardif et al., 2016 ; Zatorre et al., 2012 ), we decided to use a cogni-
ively intense sensorimotor task to examine the distribution and dynam-
cs of neuroplasticity associated with learning to read by touch. We used
raille as a model for three reasons: (1) it is a sensory-motor skill related
o language and thus, engages both simple perceptive and higher-order
ognitive processing; (2) it offers insight into cross modal plasticity as
t recruits the early visual cortex and the vOTC of blind ( Büchel et al.,
998 ; Reich et al., 2011 ; Sadato et al., 1996 ) and trained sighted subjects
 Bola et al., 2019 ; Merabet et al., 2008 ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al., 2016 );
3) the results from previous studies using a similar paradigm with 2
ime points (before - after) showed functional ( Siuda-Krzywicka et al.,
016 ) and structural reorganization in visual (Bola et al. 2017) and so-
atosensory ( Debowska et al., 2016 ) cortex, allowing us to formulate
rior predictions regarding the localisation of plastic changes. 

A group of twenty-six sighted subjects completed an 8-month tactile
raille reading course and were enrolled into behavioural and multi-
ontrast MRI sessions at 5 time points (TP). This allowed us to trace the
ime courses of functional and structural brain reorganization. Given the
ature of tactile reading and results from previous studies, we hypoth-
sized neuroplastic reorganization in the early somatosensory cortex,
arly visual cortex and the reading network of the vOTC and left inferior
rontal gyrus (Broca’s area). In this setup, Braille is a novel sensory input
rocessed in a functioning language network, so we hypothesized that
unctional changes related to reading should occur early, followed in
ime by increases in tactile reading speed and structural changes (GMV
nd intracortical myelination) associated with optimization of tactile
nput processing in somatosensory and visual cortices. 

. Material and methods 

.1. Subjects 

Thirty-two sighted, right-handed females (age mean, M = 23.2 years;
tandard deviation, SD = 3.3) took part in tactile Braille reading course
nd MRI sessions. Six of them were excluded due to anatomical ab-
ormalities (2 subjects) or dropping out (4 subjects). Thus, 26 (age
 = 23.1; SD = 3.4) were included in the analyses. All were native Polish

peakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision and were naïve to
he Braille alphabet. Twenty-two of them were students or postgraduates
f studies in special education for the blind, 3 were working in a char-
table foundation helping blind people and one was working part-time
s a Braille visual transcriber. Participants were familiar with the basics
f visual Braille but naïve to tactile reading (see: Results, section 3.1 ).
nformed consent and MRI safety screenings were collected prior to the
tudy. The study was approved by the Committee for Research Ethics
f the Institute of Psychology of the Jagiellonian University. All sub-
ects were new and had not participated in previous studies regarding
rain plasticity previously published by members of our research group
2 
 Bola et al., 2016 , 2017b , 2017a ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al., 2016 ), however
1 of them participated in a recently published transcranial magnetic
timulation study ( Bola et al., 2019 ). 

.2. Experimental design 

Over the course of tactile reading training participants underwent
 behavioural testing and brain imaging sessions approximately 2.5
onths apart: pre-exposure (Time Point 0; TP0), two during (TP1, TP2)

nd one at the end of training (TP3). There was a final follow-up imaging
tudy 2.5 months after the end of training (TP4, see Fig 1 A). MRI ses-
ions included acquiring functional images measuring brain responses
o tactile Braille reading and structural anatomical images as well as
uantitative T1 mapping. Subjects received financial gratification both
or participation in the Braille course and for each of the MRI sessions. 

.3. Tactile reading course and performance tests 

The tactile reading course lasted 8 months and involved meetings
ith an instructor and self-paced work with sets of 30 exercise cards
er month. Meetings with the instructor were organized for the whole
roup 2 times per month in the first 2 months and in smaller groups (5–
0 subjects) once per month subsequently. Self-paced work was based on
0 cards given monthly with each card representing around 15–20 min
f tactile reading, resulting in approximately 20–25 h of instruction be-
ween each TP. Subjects were instructed to read as regularly as possible.
ue to the demanding nature of the tactile reading process, the course
overed only 16 Polish Braille letters (A, B, C, D, E, I, K, L, Ł , M, O,
, S, T, U, Y). The first 10 h or so of training involved basic principles
f hand movements as well as basic shape discrimination and then let-
ers and words were introduced, starting with easier ones (A, B, C, D,
, I, K, O) while the more difficult ones (L, Ł , M, S, P, T, U, Y) were
aught 3 months into training ( Fig 1 A). Details of the tactile Braille
ourse for sighted subjects were described in Bola et al. (2016) . Dur-
ng the first three months of tactile training 13 subjects reported a pref-
rence for reading with the left-hand despite being right-handed. This
henomenon was reported previously both in blind and sighted subjects
 Sadato et al., 2002 ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al., 2016 ), however since tactile
eading involves using both hands simultaneously (with one hand sup-
orting navigation between words and lines and the other one reading),
ctual tactile input is similar for both fingers. 

The tactile reading test consisted of 20 Braille words (3–5 letters
ong) with SUBTLEX-PL ( Mandera et al., 2014 ) frequency occurrence
ver 1 per million. The task was to read aloud as many words as they
ould within 60 s with their preferred hand, while blindfolded. Only
ords read correctly were counted. Twelve different versions of the

est were used, counterbalanced across subjects and matched for word
ength and letters introduced during the course. Additionally, subjects
ere tested in tactile single letters reading and performing visual Braille

eading (see sup. materials 1.1 for details). 

.4. MRI protocols 

MRI data were acquired using Siemens Trio 3T scanner with a 12-
hannel coil. Structural T1-weighted (T1w) image was acquired with
 standard MPRAGE sequence with the following parameters: FOV:
56 × 256 mm, voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm, TR: 2530 ms, TE: 3.32 ms,
A: 7°, 176 slices. T1-maps were acquired via Variable Flip Angle
ethod( Preibisch and Deichmann, 2009 ) with 3D gradient-echo, 1mm-

sotropic resolution scans with FA = 4° and FA = 18° (TE = 2.46 ms,
R = 7.6 ms, TA = 2 ∗ 5 min 27 s). Maps were corrected for flip angle
rror by B1 + map (stimulated echo to spin echo ratio). Functional data
ere acquired using an echo planar imaging pulse sequence with the

ollowing parameters: field of view: 216 × 216 mm, isometric voxel
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Fig. 1. Experimental design and fMRI task overview. A. Subjects trained in tactile Braille reading for 8 months and participated in 5 MRI and behavioural testing 
sessions performed 2.5 months apart. TP = Time Point. B. During fMRI sessions subjects performed lexical decision tasks tactually via a dedicated Braille display 
( Debowska et al., 2013 ). In the experimental condition participants had to discriminate real words (left upper panel) from pseudo-words (left lower panel). In 
the control condition they had to indicate whether there were 2 full Braille characters present among consonant strings (right upper panel) or not (right lower 
panel). C. Stimuli were presented in a block design with jittered inter-block intervals and cues indicating the task in between. Each block consisted of 5 stimuli. 
ISI = inter-stimulus interval. 
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ize: 3 mm, matrix 72 × 72, TR: 2500 ms, TE: 28 ms, flip angle: 80°, 41
lices in the AC–PC plane with an odd interleaved order. 

.5. fMRI task and stimuli 

During each TP, the LDT was performed with tactile reading. After
rief instruction subjects were presented with alternating experimental
nd control blocks. During the experimental condition they had to de-
ide whether a presented stimulus constituted a word or a pseudoword.
n the control condition they had to decide whether 2 target symbols
full six-dot Braille characters) were present amongst consonant strings
see Fig 1 B and C for design overview and example stimuli). Before each
lock, a fixation cross was presented for 6–8 s, followed by 2 s of a vi-
ual cue alerting subjects to the type of following block (experimental or
ontrol), and another fixation cross (1–2 s). Blocks consisted of 5 stimuli
resented for 5 s each. Each stimulus within a block was followed by a
 s response time and a 1 s inter-stimulus interval. Each block lasted
0 s and there were 8 blocks in each tactile condition (12 min 50 s in
otal). 

Words used in LDTs were taken from the SUBTLEX-PL linguistic
atabase ( Mandera et al., 2014 ), with several restrictions: (1) they had
o be 3- to 5-letters long; and (2) they had an occurrence frequency
igher than 1 per million. Pseudowords for LDTs were created by chang-
ng one letter within a word in a way that makes the resulting string or-
hographically and phonologically plausible but, at the same time, not
eaningful in Polish. Tactile words and pseudowords were formed only

rom letters used during Braille training. Control stimuli were created by
ubstituting vowels in words and pseudowords with consonants known
o subjects. Additionally, 2 letters were pseudo-randomly replaced with
arget symbols in half the trials (i.e. k#dm#, ##pt, see Fig 1 B for ex-
mples). 

Stimulus sets in TPs were matched to the material covered during
he course (i.e. all letters in words were known to participants at the
ime of testing, except for TP0). Additionally, they were matched in
ord length, frequency and neighbour size. Stimuli used in TP0 and
P4 were identical, as the subjects were naïve to tactile reading before
raining. Subjects were not blindfolded during tactile reading and no
3 
nstructions were given regarding whether they should keep their eyes
losed or open. Tactile stimuli were presented via an MRI-compatible
raille display ( Debowska et al., 2013 ) and visual stimuli were presented
n a screen. Subjects gave answers by response pads held in the non-
eading hand. 

In addition, in order to test the specificity of functional reorganiza-
ion to tactile reading, a visual version of the LDT (involving reading
n the Latin alphabet and a visual perceptual control task) were also
erformed during each TP. Details of these procedures and analyses are
escribed in Supplementary Information 1.3. Data from visual and tac-
ile LDTs obtained in TP3 were additionally used as functional localizers
n our recent study using transcranial magnetic stimulation ( Bola et al.,
019 ). 

.6. Image processing 

T1w images used in voxel based morphometry (VBM) were pre-
rocessed with SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Neuroimag-
ng, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm ) software running on MATLAB
016b (Mathworks, http://www.mathworks.com ). First, for each sub-
ect, images from five time points were registered and bias-corrected us-
ng the serial longitudinal registration ( Ashburner and Ridgway, 2013 )
mplemented in SPM12. This method avoids potential TP asymmetry bi-
ses by using spatially warped, intensity-corrected versions of mid-point
verage T1w (avgT1) scan. Average images were classified into tissue
lasses using the enhanced tissue probability maps for optimal delin-
ation of subcortical structures ( Lorio et al., 2016 ) followed by the dif-
eomorphic registration DARTEL approach ( Ashburner, 2007 ) that uses
 study-specific template. Grey matter probability maps from the previ-
us step were multiplied by Jacobian determinants to obtain time-point
pecific, bias-corrected maps of volume deformation between the par-
icular time-point and the mid-point average data. The product image
as subsequently registered to standard MNI space using the DARTEL

egistration parameters and smoothed with an 8 mm full-width-at-half-
aximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Functional images from

ll TPs were realigned to the first scan and motion corrected, resulting in
 head movement parameters (describing translation and rotation in X,

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.mathworks.com
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 and Z axes) for each image in each TP, used in the statistical analyses.
ext, the mean functional image was co-registered to subject’s avgT1

mage, normalized to MNI space via its deformation field and smoothed
ith a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. 

T1-maps were first reconstructed from Proton density-weighted
nd T1w images with in-house MATLAB routines following
elms et al. (2008) , including B1 and spoiling corrections ( Preibisch and
eichmann, 2009 ). The obtained maps were then co-registered to and
ultiplied by combined grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal
uid masks from a segmented avgT1 to rule out numerical noise
reated by image division ( Preibisch and Deichmann, 2009 ). Next,
1 maps were spatially registered to MNI space using the registration
arameters obtained from the T1w data and finally smoothed using the
eighted-averaging strategy ( Draganski et al., 2011 ) implemented in

he hMRI-Toolbox ( Tabelow et al., 2019 ) with 8 mm Gaussian FWHM.
iven that T1 relaxation time has a negative relationship to myelina-

ion, we calculated longitudinal relaxation rate (R1 = 1/T1) to uniform
irectionality of changes over time between methods ( Lutti et al.,
014 ). 

.7. Statistical analyses 

Behavioural data were analysed with repeated measures analysis of
ariance (rmANOVAs): one-way with time (5) as factor and two way
ith time (5) and condition (2) as factors for tactile reading speed and
DT performance respectively). Due to incomplete data (resulting from
echnical issues with response pads) LDT results are reported for 21 sub-
ects. Post-hoc tests were computed with Bonferroni correction for mul-
iple comparisons. Greenhouse-Geisser F-tests and degrees of freedom
orrections were used for cases with a violated sphericity assumption. 

Functional data were first analysed in a general linear model (GLM)
t the subject level. Timings of experimental and control blocks and
isual cues were entered into separate, TP-specific design matrices with
ddition of six head movement regressors of no interest. Hemodynamic
esponse was modelled with a box-car function built into SPM12. Data
ere filtered with a 128 Hz high-pass filter. Then, experimental > control

ontrasts were computed for each subject at each TP. 
In order to provide common resolution for multivariate analysis of

ariance (MANOVA) data analysis between modalities, all pre-processed
mages (or subject-level contrasts for fMRI) were resliced to a unified
oxel size ( Mcfarquhar et al., 2016 ) (2 × 2 × 2 mm) and z-scored at the
oxel level within each given modality (based on means and SDs from
ll subjects in all TP for fMRI, R1 and GMV respectively). Additionally,
o ensure optimal space for all analyses and avoid issues with absolute
hresholds, the SPM Masking Toolbox ( Ridgway et al., 2009 ) with SPM8
as used to compute masks for model estimation. Specifically, 3 masks
ere created based on sequence-specific data and then multiplied by

ach other resulting in an optimally-thresholded mask containing only
oxels present in all data. 

A MANOVA model was specified via the Multivariate SPM (MSPM)
oolbox ( https://github.com/LREN-CHUV/MSPM ) as a multivariate ex-
ension of univariate GLM ( Chen et al., 2014 ; Mcfarquhar et al., 2016 ).
ata from all modalities were used to create a 

 = XB + E 

odel where Y is a matrix of all observations (subject x TP) divided into
eparate modalities (fMRI, R1, GMV) and X is the design matrix with time
TP0-TP4) and subject factors, B is the matrix of model parameters and
 is the matrix of errors ( Fox, 2015 ). Since a MANOVA design consists
f two design matrices – in this case, one addressing MRI modalities
nd the other time effects - multimodal training effects were analysed
y a combination of two contrasts. We used a combination of identity
atrix F tests with all modalities (also known as an L contrast) and a
re-(TP0) vs end of training (TP3) comparison for the time condition
known as a c contrast). These contrasts were thresholded at the voxel
4 
evel with Family Wise Error (FWE) multiple comparisons correction
 p < 0.05) with a cluster extent of 20 voxels. An anatomical mask was
ubsequently used in unimodal analyses. 

To explore multimodal effects, all neuroimaging data were analysed
n modality-specific 5 × 1 rmANOVA designs with time (TP0-TP4) as
 factor. An additional subject factor was also added to account for de-
endency of the acquired data. Pairwise comparisons between TPs were
erformed to explore the effects of Braille training within each modality.
hese contrasts were then masked with results from relevant MANOVA
ontrasts and thresholded at the voxel level with FWE multiple compar-
sons correction ( p < 0.05) and a cluster extent of 20 voxels. Since all
f the comparisons were performed within subjects, confounding fac-
ors like variability in age, total intracranial volume, Braille reading
kills were controlled on a subject level and thus were not included in
he design matrices. Independent brain regions used in detailed analy-
es were obtained from cytoarchitectonic maps calculated in Anatomy
oolbox ( Eickhoff et al., 2005 ). In order to assure high spatial precision
ll anatomical maps were thresholded with at least 20% probability of
eing classified as a given structure. Somatosensory regions of inter-
st (ROIs) were defined by combination of Brodmann areas 3a and 3b,
arly visual cortices by combining V1 and V2. Broca’s area was defined
s a combination of left Brodmann areas 44 and 45 (left Inferior Frontal
yrus, IFG). The lexically-specific vOTC ROI was defined as an 8mm ra-
ius sphere (MNI X -41.54, Y -57.67 and Z -10.18) according to Lerma-
sabiaga et al. (2018) . All ROIs were analysed with 3 (MRI modality:

MRI, R1, GMV) x 5 (Time: TP0 – TP4) rmANOVAs with Greenhouse-
eisser non-sphericity corrections and Bonferroni-corrected post hoc

ests. 
Finally, we calculated repeated-measures correlations between tac-

ile Braille reading speed (measured with words per minute) and func-
ional and structural tissue properties. Analyses were performed with
he rmcorr package ( Bakdash and Marusich, 2017 ) in R 3.4.3 ( R Core
eam, 2020 ). This approach allows to use all repeated measures’ data
oints for common while not violating the assumption of observa-
ions’ independence by using analysis of covariance to adjust for inter-
ndividual variability. Thus, this method estimates a common slope
ased on the changes over time in both of the correlated measures.
pecifically, correlations were performed between behavioural results
rom tactile Braille words reading speed and all MRI contrasts (fMRI, R1,
MV) extracted from the above-mentioned ROIs (namely: Broca’s area,

exically-specific vOTC and bilateral early somatosensory and visual cor-
ices). Each correlation was computed by using 2 measures of interest
behavioural score and contrast-and-ROI-specific z-scored extracted val-
es) and a “participant ” factor adjusting the repeated measures nature
f the data. Obtained p values were multiplied by 18 (3 MRI contrasts
 6 ROIs) in order to correct them for multiple comparisons. 

Statistical analyses were performed in GraphPad Prism 8.3 software
GraphPad Software, La Jolla California, USA). Error bars on plots were
djusted to correctly reflect the variance in the within-subject design
see Cousineau, 2005 for details). 

. Results 

.1. Behavioural results 

Participants knew the basis of visual Braille reading but were naïve
o tactile reading. Prior to training 1 of 26 subjects was able to read 3
ords, one subject read 2 words and 2 subjects read 1 word per minute

group M = 0.31; SD = 0.11, range 0–3). Subjects were also able to
ead a few tactile letters and visual Braille words (TP0 letters M = 8.27;
D = 1.14, range 2–18; TP0 visual words M = 10.54; SD = 0.22, range
–22, see supplementary materials 1.1 for details). At the end of train-
ng subjects were able to read around 8 words per minute (M = 8.04;
D = 4.13, range 1–17). The ANOVA showed a significant effect of time
 F (4,96 ) = 60.73; p < 0.0001) indicating reading improvement. Post-hoc
ests between adjacent TP pairs showed significant increases in reading

https://github.com/LREN-CHUV/MSPM
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Fig. 2. Behavioural performance during tactile 
reading training. A Tactile Braille word reading 
speed during training. B Tactile Lexical Deci- 
sion Task (black) and Control task (tactile sym- 
bol detection, grey) performance during MRI 
(see: Methods). Error bars represent standard 
deviations adjusted for within-subject designs 
( Cousineau, 2005 ). TP = time point, ∗ p < 0.05, 
∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected. 
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Table 1 

Significant differences between TP0 and TP3 explained by linear com- 
bination of all studied MRI modalities (fMRI, R1, GMV) in the repeated 
measures MANOVA model. Anatomical structures were labelled with 
Anatomy Toolbox atlas. X, Y and Z are MNI coordinates. Up to 3 peaks 
with minimal 15 mm distance are reported per cluster. 

Region Label Extent F-value X Y Z 

L Precentral Gyrus 19510 42.8 -52 0 40 

Location not in atlas 19510 39.2 -22 -4 50 

R Precentral Gyrus 19510 38.0 44 -2 32 

L Angular Gyrus 1879 40.5 -48 -60 40 

R Cerebellum (VI) 2261 37.0 26 -56 -24 

Location not in atlas 2261 25.4 -22 -54 -24 

Cerebellar Vermis (9) 2261 24.4 4 -58 -24 

L Fusiform Gyrus 450 30.6 -42 -56 -8 

R Angular Gyrus 1394 29.6 54 -58 30 

R Insula Lobe 494 23.4 34 20 2 

L Middle Frontal Gyrus 707 20.1 -38 26 48 

L Middle Frontal Gyrus 707 16.2 -22 38 40 

Location not in atlas 50 19.4 6 -26 -6 

R Superior Frontal Gyrus 126 18.6 22 22 62 

L Inferior Temporal Gyrus 160 18.2 -64 -28 -12 

L Middle Temporal Gyrus 56 17.4 -62 -42 -4 

R Middle Frontal Gyrus 972 17.4 40 44 8 

R Superior Frontal Gyrus 972 16.4 16 50 44 

R IFG (p. Triangularis) 972 14.5 46 32 30 

R Inferior Temporal Gyrus 99 17.1 54 -60 -10 

R Superior Medial Gyrus 79 16.5 4 56 6 

Location not in atlas 94 16.3 -10 16 32 

L Superior Orbital Gyrus 102 15.3 -22 54 2 

Location not in atlas 24 13.8 -34 -42 -6 

L Superior Temporal Gyrus 68 13.8 -54 -38 22 

L Inferior Temporal Gyrus 21 13.6 -54 -18 -26 

R Superior Medial Gyrus 45 13.4 8 62 24 

R Inferior Temporal Gyrus 24 13.0 54 -4 -28 

L Lingual Gyrus 53 12.1 0 -72 10 

L Middle Frontal Gyrus 43 11.8 -22 50 24 

L Mid Orbital Gyrus 32 11.7 -4 52 0 
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peed between TP0 and TP1 ( t (26 ) = 7.2, p corr < 0.0001), TP1 and TP2
 t (26 ) = 6.4, p corr < 0.0001) as well as significant decrease at follow up
TP4) compared to the last training (TP3) test ( t (26 ) = 4.8, p corr < 0.001)
 Fig 2 A). 

Behavioural performance in the tactile Lexical Decision Task (LDT)
dministered during MRI was at chance level at TP0 (M = 46.5 %;
D = 9.4, t (20) = 1.7, p = 0.101) confirming subject naïveté to tac-
ile Braille and an inability to distinguish words from pseudo-words
see Fig 2 B for details). After training an average accuracy of 71.9 %
SD = 20.3) was achieved. The basic tactile control discrimination was
elatively easy with average scores ranging from 89.6% (TP0; SD = 14.2)
o 98.8 % (TP4; SD = 2.7). A two-way repeated measures (rm)ANOVA
evealed a significant main effect of time (F (4,80) = 29.2, p < 0.0001),
ondition (F (1,20) = 132.2, p < 0.0001) and a time x condition inter-
ction (F (4,80 ) = 5.6, p = 0.0005). Post hoc comparisons within condi-
ions showed significant improvement for the experimental condition
etween TP0 and all other TPs ( p s corr < 0.0001) and improvement with
he control condition between TP0 and TP4 ( p corr = 0.022). 

.2. Braille training effects: whole brain analyses 

First, we created a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
odel by pooling imaging data from all time-points (TP0-TP4) and
odalities (fMRI, R1, GMV) and combining their respective data vec-

ors into a unified design matrix (see Materials and Methods for de-
ails). Results from the contrast measuring cumulative effects of training
TP3 vs TP0) indicated that tactile reading acquisition invoked neuronal
eorganization in bilateral visual, motor, premotor and somatosensory
ortices, left fusiform gyrus, as well as bilateral superior, middle and
nferior frontal gyri and the left lingual gyrus ( Fig 3 A). Coordinates and
natomical labels of all peaks are presented in Table 1 . Next, similar
ontrasts in unimodal within-subject ANOVAs were performed to disen-
angle the modality-specific contributions to these effects. 

Follow-up unimodal analysis of brain activation during tactile Braille
eading ( experimental > control ) revealed increased activity after train-
ng (TP3 > TP0) in a large network involving bilateral motor and so-
atosensory cortex, left vOTC (with peak MNI coordinates X = -44,
 = -58 and Z = -6), inferior frontal gyri, both thalami, superior pari-
tal cortices and cerebellum ( Fig 3 B, upper panel). The inverted contrast
TP0 > TP3) indicated relatively reduced involvement of both angular
yri, precuneus and inferior temporal gyri. Coordinates and anatomical
abels of all peaks are presented in Table 2 . Additionally, we tested the
pecificity of these changes to tactile reading by comparisons of activity
hanges in the visual (Latin alphabet) version of the LDT (see Supple-
entary Information 1.3). 

In terms of structural (myelin-associated) reorganization, R1 in-
reases were found in right superior and both middle frontal gyri and in
eft vOT cortex (with peak MNI coordinates X = -46, Y = -50 and Z = -10)
artially overlapping with a functionally delineated cluster ( Fig 3 B, mid-
le panel, see also Supplementary Information FigS10). Detailed infor-
5 
ation about MNI coordinates and anatomical labels is located in Table
. Voxel-based morphometry analysis showed increased relative GMV
n the sensory regions including right early visual cortex, right pre- and
ostcentral gyrus as well as bilateral cuneus and superior occipital gyri
 Fig 3 B, lower panel). Anatomical labels and MNI coordinates for GMV
tatistical map peaks are presented in Table 4. There were no significant
ecreases in R1 or GMV between TP0 and TP3. Detailed whole-brain
omparisons between all TPs can be found in supplementary materials
1.2). 

.3. Detailed brain reorganization time courses 

Having confirmed the general anatomical and functional patterns of
rain reorganization during training how to read Braille, we performed
n anatomically-instructed approach to investigate detailed time courses
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Fig. 3. Post (TP3) - vs pre-training (TP0) brain reorganization. A. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) results. Results show differences between TP0 and 
TP3 in all of the measured MRI modalities. B. Unimodal follow-up test. Upper panel: fMRI results of experimental > control contrast in the tactile lexical detection 
task. Middle panel: longitudinal relaxation rate (R1) results indicative of intracortical myelin changes. Lower panel: voxel-based morphometry indicating relative 
grey matter volume (GMV) increases. For unimodal analysis red-yellow colour maps indicate increases (post- > pre-training; TP3 > TP0) and blue-cyan colour maps 
indicate decreases (pre- > Post-training; TP0 > TP3). All maps are thresholded at p < 0.05, FWE (Family-Wise Error) corrected at the voxel level with an additional 
cluster extent threshold of 20 voxels. L = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere. 
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nd interactions between tissue properties. For this purpose, we used
n independent cytoarchitectonic atlas ( Eickhoff et al., 2005 ) to create
asks of Broca’s area and early somatosensory and visual cortices. Addi-

ionally, the lexically-sensitive part of vOTC was defined based on recent
iterature ( Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018 ). Data were extracted from sub-
ect reading-specific fMRI contrasts, R1 and GMV at all TPs (see Methods
or details). The main focus of this analysis was a comparison of tempo-
al dynamics of structural and functional reorganization, by testing for
nteractions between time (TP0 – TP4) and modality (fMRI, R1, GMV). 

Significant time x modality interactions were found in both language
rocessing structures, Broca’s area and lexical vOTC (F (5, 123.8 ) = 8.9,
 < 0.0001 and F (4.5, 112.6 ) = 3.9, p = 0.004, respectively). Both showed
imilar patterns of changes during tactile Braille based lexical process-
ng compared to non-lexical control tasks. Pairwise comparisons cor-
ected across all time points and modalities showed significant func-
ional differences between TP0 and all other TPs for Broca’s area (all
s orr = 0.003) and lexical vOTC (TP1 > TP0 p corr = 0.012; TP2 > TP0
 corr = 0.018; TP3 > TP0 p corr = 0.003; TP4 > TP0 p corr = 0.003). This
attern of changes was specific to tactile reading and was not due to
ask repetition (Supplementary Information 1.3). Additionally, post-hoc
ests for lexical vOTC showed an R1 increase between TP0 and TP3
 p corr = 0.015). There were no significant GMV changes over time, Fig 4 A
nd B. 

Next, a similar approach was used to examine primary sensory areas,
amely bilateral early somatosensory and visual cortices. Data from all
Ps and modalities revealed significant time x modality interactions for
6 
eft (F (5.3, 132 ) = 2.6, p < 0.025) and right (F (5, 125.7) = 7.4, p < 0.0001)
arly somatosensory cortices, indicating differences in reorganization
ime courses between MRI measures. Pairwise comparisons for the left
omatosensory cortex showed linear increases in brain activation be-
ween TP0 and TP3 ( p corr = 0.009). There were no significant differ-
nces in R1 values between TPs. VBM results showed a tendency to a
inear increase of GMV between TP0 and TP4 ( p corr = 0.024) and TP1
nd TP4 ( p corr = 0.033), even in the follow up scan, Fig 5 A. In early
ight somatosensory cortex ( Fig 5 B) functional responses were higher in
ll TPs than in TP0 (TP1 > TP0 p corr < 0.003; TP2 > TP0 p corr = 0.009;
P3 > TP0 p corr < 0.003; TP4 > TP0 p corr < 0.003). Additionally, a GMV

ncrease was observed between TP0 and TP3 ( p corr = 0.048) and TP4
 p corr = 0.009) as well as TP1 and TP4 ( p corr < 0.003). No significant
ffects were observed for R1. 

Identical interaction analysis performed for early visual cortex did
ot reach significance in left (F (5.1, 126.8 ) = 1, p = 0.417) or right
F (4.3, 108 ) = 0.7, p = 0.583) hemispheres. However, we found significant
MV increases over time (see Fig 5 C and D and Supplementary Informa-

ion 1.5 for details). We did not observe any functional response changes
o reading in the early visual cortex. While many studies have demon-
trated the role of this region in the detailed spatial processing of tactile
timuli ( Bola et al., 2019 ; Saito et al., 2006 ; Zangaladze et al., 1999 ),
esponses to language processing (which was targeted by our contrast)
ere found previously only in congenitally blind subjects ( Bedny et al.,
011 ; Burton et al., 2003 ) but not in sighted subjects learning Braille
 Debowska et al. 2016 ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al. 2016 ). 
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Table 2 

Local maxima from follow-up unimodal contrasts between pre-(TP0) and post-training 
(TP3). fMRI represents brain activation changes in the tactile LDT ( experimental > control ). 
Anatomical structures were labelled with the Anatomy toolbox atlas. X, Y and Z are MNI 
coordinates. Up to 3 peaks with minimal 15 mm distance are reported per cluster. 

Modality (contrast) Region Label Extent t-value X Y Z 

fMRI (TP3 > TP0) R Cerebellum (VI) 1109 9.9 26 -58 -26 

Location not in atlas 1109 7.9 4 -58 -22 

L Superior Frontal Gyrus 3191 9.4 -22 -4 52 

L Precentral Gyrus 3191 9.4 -54 2 40 

L IFG (p. Opercularis) 3191 8.8 -46 2 20 

L Inferior Parietal Lobule 1955 8.8 -38 -36 44 

L Inferior Parietal Lobule 1955 7.7 -34 -50 58 

L Superior Parietal Lobule 1955 7.2 -18 -68 46 

L Posterior-Medial Frontal 639 8.8 0 2 60 

R Superior Frontal Gyrus 600 8.6 26 -10 60 

R IFG (p. Opercularis) 891 8.6 50 8 20 

R Precentral Gyrus 891 7.1 52 4 40 

R Postcentral Gyrus 1896 8.4 54 -20 52 

Location not in atlas 1896 8.0 34 -36 40 

R Postcentral Gyrus 1896 7.1 44 -36 62 

L Thalamus 1676 8.3 -10 -18 10 

Location not in atlas 1676 7.6 -8 4 2 

R Thalamus 1676 7.6 10 -16 6 

Location not in atlas 616 8.0 -22 -54 -24 

L Inferior Temporal Gyrus 281 7.8 -44 -58 -6 

R Insula Lobe 260 6.9 32 18 2 

R Inferior Temporal Gyrus 22 5.5 52 -56 -10 

fMRI (TP0 > TP3) L Angular Gyrus 1251 9.6 -50 -58 40 

R Angular Gyrus 981 7.5 44 -68 40 

R Middle Temporal Gyrus 981 6.7 48 -52 20 

L Precuneus 637 7.2 0 -62 42 

Location not in atlas 637 6.3 -10 -44 36 

L Middle Frontal Gyrus 201 7.0 -40 24 48 

L Inferior Temporal Gyrus 116 7.0 -64 -28 -12 

R Superior Frontal Gyrus 32 5.9 22 22 62 

R1 (TP3 > TP0) R Superior Frontal Gyrus 177 5.5 26 42 20 

L Inferior Temporal Gyrus 30 5.3 -46 -50 -10 

R IFG (p. Triangularis) 28 4.9 46 32 30 

R1 (TP0 > TP3) - - - - - - 

GMV (TP3 > TP0) R Precentral Gyrus 407 7.0 52 -6 30 

R Calcarine Gyrus 480 6.4 6 -82 20 

L Cuneus 68 5.3 -14 -84 20 

R Superior Occipital Gyrus 29 4.9 22 -76 40 

GMV (TP0 > TP3) - - - - - - 

Fig. 4. Time course of functional and structural brain reorganization during tactile reading training in Broca’s area (A) and the lexically-sensitive part of vOTC 
( Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018 ) (B). fMRI represents experimental > control contrast in tactile LDT. TP = Time Point, n.s. = no significant effect of time, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, 
∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected for all TPs and modalities. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean, adjusted for within-subject design( Cousineau, 2005 ). 

7 
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Fig. 5. Time course of functional and structural brain reorganization during tactile reading training in the early sensory regions: left (A) and right (B) somatosensory 
cortex and left (C) and right (D) early visual cortex. fMRI represents experimental > control contrast in tactile LDT. TP = Time Point, n.s. = not significant effect of 
time, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected for all TPs and modalities. Error bars represent standard error of the mean, adjusted for within-subject 
design ( Cousineau, 2005 ). 
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These results suggest that during Braille acquisition, functional re-
rganization in the reading network occurs rapidly and further optimi-
ation is reflected in increased intracortical myelination in vOTC. On
he other hand, changes observed in the somatosensory cortex support-
ng basic tactile input evaluation and early visual cortex which takes
art in detailed spatial analysis ( Bola et al., 2019 ; Merabet et al., 2008 ;
angaladze et al., 1999 ) manifest gradually, as the novel experiences
nd resultant cerebral processing lead to changes in local GMV. 

.4. Brain-behaviour correlations 

To test the association between functional and structural brain prop-
rties with Braille reading skills, we computed repeated measures cor-
elations ( Bakdash and Marusich, 2017 ) between tactile reading speed
measured by words per minute) and z-scored values of fMRI contrast
stimates, R1 parameter and GMV at each TP. Correlations showed a
ignificant positive relationship between tactile reading speed and func-
ional brain responses of the Broca’s area (r rm(103 ) = 0.53; pcorr < 0.001),
OTC (r rm(103 ) = 0.44; pcorr < 0.001), left (r rm(103 ) = 0.35; pcorr < 0.01)
8 
nd right (r rm(103 ) = 0.52; pcorr < 0.001) early somatosensory cor-
ices. No significant correlations were found in the early visual cor-
ices (r rm(103 ) = 0.20; pcorr 0.828; r rm(103 ) = 0.15; pcorr > 0.99 for left
nd right hemisphere accordingly). R1 parameter was significantly cor-
elated with Braille reading skills in the left early somatosensory cor-
ex (r rm(103 ) = 0.34; pcorr < 0.01). Positive correlations with R1 were
lso found in the language processing areas, but they did not survive
he correction for multiple comparisons (Broca’s r rm(103 ) = 0.20; pun-
orr = 0.046; pcorr = 0.828; vOTC r rm(103 ) = 0.22; puncorr = 0.026;
corr = 0.468). Significant correlations with the GMV were limited
o the sensory areas, namely the right early somatosensory cortex
r rm(103 ) = 0.33; pcorr < 0.01) and left (r rm(103 ) = 0.39; pcorr < 0.001)
nd right (r rm(103 ) = 0.37; pcorr < 0.001) early visual cortices. Initially
ignificant correlation with GMV of the left somatosensory cortex did
ot survive the multiple comparisons (r rm(103 ) = 0.17; puncorr = 0.007;
corr = 0.126). No relationships were found with the GMV of language-
rocessing areas (Broca’s r rm(103 ) = 0.04; pcorr > 0.99; vOTC r rm(103 ) = 0;
corr > 0.99). Reported correlation coefficients are summarized in Fig. 6 .
catter plots for each analysis are presented in the Supplementary Infor-
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Fig. 6. Repeated measures correlation coefficients between brain function and 
structure and tactile Braille reading speed (words per minute) at all time points. 
Bolded coefficients reached statistical significance after correction for multiple 
comparisons. fMRI represents experimental > control contrasts from tactile lex- 
ical decision task; R1 = longitudinal relaxation rate indicative of intramyelin 
content, GMV = grey matter volume; vOTC = ventral occipitotemporal cortex; 
L = left; R = right; ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001; ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, Bonferroni corrected for multiple 
comparisons. Scatterplots for correlations are located in Supplementary Infor- 
mation 1.6. 
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ation 1.6 (Figures S11-S13). Additionally, similar analyses were per-
ormed with the data solely from TP1 and TP3, revealing strong pos-
tive correlations between tactile reading speed and the GMV of the
arly visual cortex (r rm(25 ) = 0.71, pcorr < 0.001 and r rm(25 ) = 0.72,
corr < 0.001 for left and right hemisphere accordingly). These results
re described in Supplementary Information 1.6. 

. Discussion 

Our longitudinal multi-contrast MRI study provides strong evidence
hat learning-induced brain plasticity changes are reflected in distinct,
rain tissue-specific spatial and temporal patterns ( Fig 3 ). We show the
nteraction between neural activity and brain anatomy as a function of
xperience-dependent cross-modal plasticity. As predicted, changes in
eural response specific to tactile reading occur during the first stage
f training, resulting in activation of the language network, which then
emains stable. On the other hand, anatomical reorganization proceeds
ore gradually with GMV increases limited to the somatosensory and

isual cortices. Furthermore, inclusion of a quantitative T1 mapping
echnique shows R1 increases in lexical vOTC, supporting the role of
ntra-cortical myelination in the neuroplastic changes of learning. Our
esults open new avenues for discussion about the relationships between
xperience-induced brain activity and local structural reorganization. 

We demonstrate that tactile reading in sighted subjects can be in-
orporated into a functioning language network during the first weeks
f learning. 76 Our results are consistent with previous studies showing
imilar effects ( Debowska et al., 2016 ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al., 2016 ) and
xpand them by demonstrating an interaction between functional and
icrostructural properties of the vOTC. In line with our hypotheses, a

apid functional response change is seen during the first part of learning,
ccompanied by structural changes over the whole course of training,
s measured by longitudinal relaxation rate (R1) measurements ( Fig 4 ,
lso see Supplementary Information Fig S10). 

Inclusion of the quantitative MRI technique of T1 mapping revealed
tructural changes which were not detected in morphometry. Here we
how training induced increase in the intra-cortical myelin content in
he lexically-sensitive part of the vOTC which is crucial for reading.
9 
oreover, this change overlapped with the brain activity increases. The
ain function of myelin is to increase the impulse conduction speed

long the axon, which results in faster transmission across long distances
n the brain ( Freeman et al., 2016 ). Consequently, intra-cortical myelin
ne-tunes local neuronal circuits by insulating the axons within the
rey matter ( Glasser et al., 2014 ). The mechanism of activity-dependent
yelination was recently proposed as important consideration to the

earning-induced remodeling on the synapse level ( Fields, 2015 ). While
n our data R1 increases in the vOTC were observed between pre- and
ost-training scan, they were followed by decreases in the follow-up
 Fig. 4 B) suggesting that myelin may be responsible for neuroplas-
icity modulation on a fine-tuned temporal scale. Therefore, with a
rowing body of evidence suggesting that activity-dependent regula-
ion of myelin content plays an important role in learning, this often-
verlooked phenomenon may offer a complementary way in which
ovel experiences shape the brain ( Sampaio-Baptista and Johansen-
erg, 2017 ). 

We also demonstrate how complex skill acquisition and its compo-
ents affect grey matter at different time scales, which brings an inter-
sting perspective to studies investigating neuroplastic change. In pre-
ious studies, task-relevant changes induced by various learning pro-
ocols were detected in sensory regions following remapping of soma-
otopy ( Kolasinski et al., 2016 ), somatosensory stimulation ( Schmidt-

ilcke et al., 2018 ), musical training ( Herholz and Zatorre, 2012 ) or
ew colour naming ( Kwok et al., 2011 ). On the other hand, higher-order
ssociation cortices were also reported to reorganize during second
anguage acquisition ( Li et al., 2014 ), Morse-code learning ( Schmidt-

ilcke et al., 2010 ) or memory training ( Engvig et al., 2010 ). However,
triking differences in the cellular and myeloarchitectonic components
 Glasser et al., 2014 ) and also in local cortical thickness ( Fischl and
ale, 1999 ) of sensory and associative areas are reported. These factors
ay have a differential impact on learning-associated mechanisms of
lasticity. Our results support this view by displaying distinct spatial
nd temporal patterns of functional and structural reorganization over
he course of learning a novel, cognitively complex skill. Braille read-
ng involves processing of the tactile input in the somatosensory cortex
nd basic spatial processing of Braille dots and characters in the early
isual cortex ( Merabet et al., 2008 ; Saito et al., 2006 ; Zangaladze et al.,
999 ). Neuroimaging data from non-human primates and humans in-
icate that the tactile information is most likely transferred to the vi-
ual cortex via cortico-cortical route (with additional thalamo-cortical
onnections following sensory deprivation, ( Müller et al., 2019 )). In
he macaque brain the shortest route from S1 to V1 involves the S2,
entral intraparietal area, middle temporal visual area, V3 and parieto-
ccipital cortex ( Négyessy et al., 2006 ). Studies in humans confirm this
ortico-cortical connection ( Klinge et al., 2010 ; ( Kupers et al., 2006 )
tito et al., 2005 ; Wittenberg et al., 2004 ). Therefore, after basic evalu-
tion of the information in the somatosensory cortex, the Braille input
ould be sent to the early visual cortex specialized in the detailed spa-

ial processing. Next, the tactile input in the visual cortex follows the
ierarchy similar to the typical (visual) processing ( Bola et al., 2019 ).
n this view, after detailed spatial analysis in the early visual cortex,
actile input is evaluated in the high-level visual areas, responsible for
rthographic analysis. This gradient of information flow, from basic sen-
ory and spatial evaluation to abstract linguistic analysis, could possi-
ly occur beyond the vOTC. In line with the reading model proposed
y Dehaene (2009) , linguistic information would be then distributed
cross the reading network, including fronto-temporal regions (e.g. in-
erior frontal gyrus, Amedi et al., 2001 , 2007 ; Siuda-Krzywicka et al.,
016 ) involved in access to meaning or articulation. 

In the course of learning, linking tactile stimuli with letter mean-
ng occurs early ( Fig 1 A), which activates the language processing areas
Broca’s area and vOTC). These behaviourally relevant activations re-
ain stable ( Fig 4 ) despite the absence of GMV changes and gradual

ehavioural progress in tactile reading speed. This result is interesting
rom two perspectives. First, this highlights the flexibility of the visuo-
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rontal reading network. The involvement of the vOTC in the processing
f non-visual modalities has been summarized by various hypotheses (e
. Pattamadilok et al., 2019 ). While previous hypotheses mostly refer
o spoken (auditory modality) and written (visual modality) language
rocessing, they might be true also for tactile reading. Specifically, the
actile reading represents a novel, atypical input into the vOTC, but the
nderlying cognitive processes resemble the (typical) visual reading, i.e.
xtraction of letter and word forms from “written ” symbols. This view
s in line with studies showing vOTC response to tactile reading in blind
 Reich et al., 2011 ) and trained sighted subjects ( Siuda-Krzywicka et al.,
016 ). This flexibility is compatible with the task-specific organization
f the brain ( Amedi et al., 2017 ; Pascual-Leone and Hamilton, 2001 ),
uggesting that the vOTC neurons might be specialized in certain compu-
ations independently of the sensory modality or multimodal in general.
herefore, such innate organization could be the mechanism explaining
his rapid change in response, occuring during the very first weeks of
raining. 

The second perspective is the lack of activity changes in the later
ime points. We believe that this phenomenon might be explained by
he proficiency of our subjects. Specifically, tactile reading is a demand-
ng skill, and even after 8 months of learning participants were able to
ead around 8 words per minute, which is at the level reached by blind
hildren in the first grade. During learning, the initial mismatch between
upply and the demands should lead to expansion of the cortex, followed
y a renormalization ( Lövdén et al., 2013 ; Wenger et al., 2017 ), during
hich an optimal circuit is chosen. Thus, we should observe an increase

n activity followed by a decrease representing optimization and cog-
itive “effortlessness ” in the execution of the trained skill. In our data
uch differences could be observed in the language areas (Broca’s area,
OTC) response to tactile (demanding, not optimized) and visual (ef-
ortless, optimized) versions of the lexical decision tasks (Figure S9). A
imilar rapid activity increase followed by the lack of changes during
dult learning was recently reported during the acquisition of sign lan-
uage ( Banaszkiewicz et al., 2020 ) and Greek language ( Kuper et al.,
020 ). Moreover, during reading acquisition in children the peak of
OTC response to words occurs in the second grade ( Brem et al., 2013 ;
auer et al., 2007 ). This activity is then levelled off with more practice

rom second to fifth grade ( Mauer et al., 2011 ). Mechanistically, this
ncrease could be explained by the interactive account of the vOTC’s
ontribution to reading proposed by Price and Devlin (2011) . In this
iew, the activity increase would be driven by synthesis of bottom-up
ensory input (present even at the TP0) and the top-down predictions
hat are generated automatically from prior experience (only observed
rom TP1 onwards). Thus, the biggest prediction error and brain activity
n vOTC is expected at the initial stages of learning to read. Next, with
ncreased proficiency, this activity would require less cognitive effort,
emonstrated by lower contrast estimates over time. Unfortunately, due
o the demanding nature of tactile reading, our design was too short to
apture that last phase of learning. Therefore, we are not able to observe
he functional changes beyond TP1. 

We observed a different time course in sensory regions ( Fig 5 ) where
he tactile input is evaluated. GMV in the somatosensory and visual cor-
ices seems to follow a supply-demand model ( Lövdén et al., 2013 ) in
hich the local relative grey matter volume increases until the demands

or optimal processing are met. The exact biological mechanisms under-
ying volumetric changes are still under debate. It is not clear whether
BM changes reflect changes in general brain morphology, tissue mi-
rostructure, or a combination of both ( Lövdén et al., 2013 ). Multiple
andidate cellular mechanisms have been proposed, including neuroge-
esis, dendritic branching (synaptogenesis), gliogenesis or axon sprout-
ng ( Zatorre et al., 2012 ). Animal studies showed that training-induced
MV increases correlated with a marker of neuronal remodelling and
ot neurogenesis or size changes ( Lerch et al., 2011 ). Nevertheless, the
1-weighted contrast is affected by multiple factors, therefore the exact
ellular mechanisms explaining volumetric changes are not easy to inter-
ret ( Draganski et al., 2014 ; Lerch et al., 2017 ; Tardif et al., 2016 ). The
10 
issociation between sensory and associative areas suggests differential
echanisms governing structural plasticity in the two. In this view, re-
nement of a novel input in early sensory regions is indexed by GMV,
hile the lack of R1 changes reflects an adequate initial level of cor-

ical myelination, which is known to be greater in these areas than in
ssociative cortices ( Glasser et al., 2014 ). Neuronal densities are higher
n primary visual and somatosensory areas ( Collins et al., 2010 ), which
re also characterized by higher myelin content ( Glasser and Van Es-
en, 2011 ). An inverse relation was found in the lightly myelinated ar-
as. Therefore, myelin content is negatively correlated with intracortical
ircuit complexity, i.e. more myelin content characterizes simpler and
ess dynamic intracortical circuits. Thus, one possible explanation for
he lack of R1 changes in the sensory cortices is that the higher de-
ree of myelination in those areas may inhibit further cortical plasticity
s there is no more “room ” for change ( Chen et al., 2000 ; McGee and
trittmatter, 2003 ; McGee et al., 2005 ). Instead, these changes might be
hifted to optimization of white matter tracts (detected by i.e. fractional
nisotropy), which were reported in the sensorimotor and visual cortices
ollowing tactile reading training in sighted subjects ( Bola et al., 2017b ;
ebowska et al., 2016 ). On the other hand, an increase in myelination
f higher order visual areas as a mechanism of structural plasticity opti-
ises their functionality. Myelination of the vOTC was previously iden-

ified as a marker of increasing functional specialization during develop-
ent ( Gomez et al., 2017 ). Here, we demonstrate that it might also be an

daptation to training in adults. We support the hypothesis that activity-
ependent myelination ( Fields, 2015 ) may be a mechanism contributing
o brain plasticity ( Sampaio-Baptista and Johansen-Berg, 2017 ) in the
isual cortex specialized for lexical processing. 

The brain is shaped by interactions with the environment, which
hen impact behaviour, cortical activity and various aspects of anatomy
 Zatorre et al., 2012 ). In turn, improvements in behaviour are a product
f an interplay between a variety of structural and functional changes
 Gomez et al., 2017 ). In order to build predictions about learning, we
onsidered temporal interactions between many factors contributing to
he structural and functional properties of cortices. Here we investigated
ifferences and similarities between structural and functional changes
n space and time. While we show that these changes follow distinct
ime courses with functional changes preceding structural ones, the ex-
ct relationship between the two is profoundly complex. Neuroplasticity
epresents the mismatch between environmental demands (new experi-
nces or acquired skills) and the local supplies (computational capacity
f the brain region, Lövdén et al., 2010 ). Thus, the structural changes
bserved in the tissue result from the computational mismatch in the
issue. Only after such mismatch is prolonged, the somewhat “sluggish ”
tructural changes occur. Previous studies have shown that the func-
ional and structural changes observed via MRI often do not overlap
patially or temporally ( Haier et al., 2009 ; Ilg et al., 2008 ; Schmidt-
ilke et al., 2010 ), as their effects might be driven by independent pro-

esses or changes occurring at the network level ( Tardif et al., 2016 ).
n our study, functional plasticity preceded the structural changes in
he temporal aspect, which is in line with the view that the anatomical
hanges might be a somewhat slower adaptation to the environmental
emands. Spatial convergence between structure and function was ob-
erved in the somatosensory cortex, critical to the tactile input evalua-
ion, and vOTC involved in orthographic processing. Interestingly, both
unctional responses and the volume observed in the early somatosen-
ory cortex was positively correlated with the tactile reading speed.
herefore, while the spatial overlaps may be limited, they occurred in
he areas relevant to tactile reading and reflected the learning rate of
he participants. In conjunction with the temporal profiles of change,
e could speculate that the early functional change “drives ” the struc-

ural reorganization. These results might hint at different mechanisms
nderlying functional and structural plasticity operating at the network
evel. 

There are three main limitations to this study. First, although it was
hown that myelin concentration makes a major contribution to T1 con-
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rast ( Stüber et al., 2014 ), it is also sensitive to tissue iron content
 Callaghan et al., 2015 ; Tardif et al., 2016 ). However, these relation-
hips may vary across brain regions. Therefore, a weighted approach
ombining multiple methods sensitive to tissue myelin content would be
ore optimal in future studies ( Heath et al., 2017 ; Sampaio-Baptista and

ohansen-Berg, 2017 ). Second, while we demonstrate structural plastic-
ty caused by a novel experience, namely learning (GMV increase in
he early visual cortex), the exact cellular mechanisms governing this
hange are still unclear. Multiple tissue properties contribute to the sig-
al from weighted imaging - synaptogenesis, gliogenesis and neurovas-
ular coupling (see Lerch et al., 2017 ; Tardif et al., 2016 ; Zatorre et al.,
012 for discussion). Third, by including an identical fMRI task in the
isual modality (see Supplementary Information 1.3) we showed that
unctional plasticity is specific to tactile reading and is not driven by
 simple repetition effect. However, an appropriate control group will
mprove confidence in the specificity of the structural reorganization we
bserve in any repeat experiment. 

A couple of perspectives for future research arise from our findings.
europlastic changes have been reported with training on a variety of

ime scales, ranging from minutes or hours to weeks and months (see
övdén et al., 2013 for review). We report rapid functional reorgani-
ation of the reading network within the first weeks of training. How
arly the crucial adaptation processes occur needs an experimental de-
ign with multiple measurements during the first weeks of training. The
xact role of myelin changes varies across cortical areas. Multiple re-
iews make claims that myelin fine-tunes local processing and provides
he finishing touch to new circuit formation by regulating synaptic plas-
icity ( Sampaio-Baptista and Johansen-Berg, 2017 ; Tardif et al., 2016 ).
n this study, we focused on the various characteristics of grey matter.
yelin content is best studied in white matter with myelin sheath for-
ation or remodelling mechanisms ( Fields, 2015 ; Sampaio-Baptista and

ohansen-Berg, 2017 ; Zatorre et al., 2012 ). Thus, tracing the time course
f microstructural fibre reorganization may inform the process of neu-
oplasticity further. Previous studies exploring these issues suggest that
hanges will occur in the somatosensory ( Debowska et al., 2016 ) and
arly visual cortex ( Bola et al., 2017b ). However, it is still unclear as to
hen such changes occur and whether they follow a similar time course

o the grey matter reorganization we report. 

. Conclusions 

In conclusion, by combining a longitudinal and multi-contrast MRI
esign, our study provides unique insight into the dynamics of neuro-
lasticity during human learning. We demonstrate that over the course
f learning, functional reorganization precedes structural changes in
rey matter. Our results show that while a developed reading network
an rapidly adapt to stimuli conveyed in a novel modality, further neu-
oplastic changes are detected by anatomical changes in the relevant
ensory cortices. Additionally, using a quantitative T1 mapping tech-
ique we show that previously neglected intracortical myelin plasticity
lays a role in the reorganisation of reading-sensitive visual cortex dur-
ng learning of a new script. 
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